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Abstract

Final measurements and analysis are reported from the first-generation Holometer, the first instrument capable of measuring
correlated variations in space-time position at strain noise power spectral densities smaller than a Planck time. The apparatus
consists of two co-located, but independent and isolated, 40 m power-recycled Michelson interferometers, whose outputs are cross-
correlated to 25 MHz. The data are sensitive to correlations of differential position across the apparatus over a broad band of
frequencies up to and exceeding the inverse light crossing time, 7.6 MHz. By measuring with Planck precision the correlation
of position variations at spacelike separations, the Holometer searches for faint, irreducible correlated position noise backgrounds
predicted by some models of quantum space-time geometry. The first-generation optical layout is sensitive to quantum geometrical
noise correlations with shear symmetry—those that can be interpreted as a fundamental noncommutativity of space-time position
in orthogonal directions. General experimental constraints are placed on parameters of a set of models of spatial shear noise
correlations, with a sensitivity that exceeds the Planck-scale holographic information bound on position states by a large factor. This
result significantly extends the upper limits placed on models of directional noncommutativity by currently operating gravitational
wave observatories.
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1. Introduction

It is often conjectured that classical space-time can be at-
tributed to a statistical or emergent behavior of a fundamen-
tal quantum system [1, 2, 3]. Although its degrees of freedom
and dynamics are not known, theoretical studies of information
and thermodynamics in black hole space-times appear to sug-
gest that geometrical quantum states, and hence correlations,
are not localized in space and time, but can extend over macro-
scopic scales [4, 5, 6, 7]. If that is is also true for states of
nearly flat space-time, and if their correlations affect the prop-
agation of light, it may be possible to measure exotic quantum
correlations of geometry in a macroscopic laboratory apparatus
of sufficient sensitivity, in much the same way that “spooky”
spacelike correlations of particle properties have been studied
on macroscopic scales.

In this paper, we report measurements of correlations of vari-
ations in the space-time positions of massive bodies at an un-
precedented level of precision. Because the precision of the
correlation measurement corresponds to a quantity of informa-
tion that is much higher than the gravitational value (one quarter
of the bounding area in Planck units), it can be interpreted as a
deep probe of symmetries of quantum degrees of freedom not
of particles, but of space-time itself.

The magnitude of such quantum geometrical noise corre-
lations can be estimated by straightforward extrapolations of
quantum mechanics and relativity [8, 9, 10]. A natural measure
is the dimensionless noise power spectral density of fractional
position displacements:

h2( f , t) ≡
∫ ∞

−∞

〈
δL(t)

L
δL(t − τ)

L

〉
e−2πiτ f dτ . (1)

Here, fractional position fluctuations δL/L, known as strain,
refer to displacements of objects (such as mirrors) separated
from a center object by distance L1. In these units, the ex-
pected scale of exotic correlations, normalized by the informa-
tion in black hole event horizons on scale L, is about a Planck
time, tP =

√
~G/c = 5.4 × 10−44 sec. This information den-

sity can be achieved by displacements of order a Planck length
that are uncorrelated at timelike separation separation greater
than tP, but have spacelike correlations on the scale L of an
apparatus. The accumulated measurable physical displacement
over a light crossing time approximates a random walk of about
Planck length per Planck time, which can be much larger than
a Planck length, and hence accessible to experimental study.

The only experimental technique currently able to measure
displacements with this precision is laser interferometry [11].
In this case, the spectrum h2 of an interferometer signal mea-
sures the displacement of mirrors in some arrangement in space.
The layout of the light paths determines the coupling of corre-
lated geometrical fluctuations to the optical phase. In general,
that mapping cannot be described by standard physics based

1In Eq. 1, brackets indicate the expectation over the distribution of the ran-
dom signal δL(t), which need not be stationary. For a stationary signal, Eq. 1
reduces to an explicitly time-independent form, h2( f , t) = h2( f ).

on a classical metric, but testable predictions for signal corre-
lations have been made using models based on general princi-
ples of symmetry and causality [12, 13, 14, 15]. Thus there is
an opportunity for experiments to measure or constrain possi-
ble quantum departures from classical space-time structure, by
measuring with Planck precision the coherence of spacelike-
separated geodesics of mirrors.

The Holometer [16] is the first instrument built to enable ex-
perimental studies of quantum noise correlations in the posi-
tions of bodies (mirrors) in space-time, at strain noise power
spectral densities smaller than a Planck time. It consists of two
co-located, but independent and isolated, 40 m power-recycled
Michelson interferometers, whose outputs are cross-correlated
to 25 MHz. The data are sensitive to correlations of differential
position across the apparatus over a broad band of frequencies
up to and exceeding the inverse light crossing time, 7.6 MHz.
Correlations at both spacelike and timelike separations, deter-
mined by the optical layout of the two interferometers, are mea-
sured in the time dimension represented by the signal streams.

While based largely on technology developed for gravita-
tional wave detectors, the Holometer operates at much higher
sampling frequency and bandwidth (MHz compared to kHz).
Existing gravitational wave detectors, such as LIGO, VIRGO,
and GEO600, constrain some hypotheses about quantum geo-
metrical decoherence, particularly those based on fluctuations
of the metric [12]. However, since those detectors are specifi-
cally optimized to measure a metric strain at frequencies small
compared their inverse light travel time (timelike separations), a
much larger space of possible quantum geometrical noise aris-
ing from Planck-scale decoherence remains unexplored.

This paper presents the final results of the first-generation
Holometer search for quantum geometrical noise correlations
with shear symmetry—those that can be interpreted as a fun-
damental noncommutativity of space-time position in orthog-
onal directions. This work extends the early results reported
in [17] with a factor of five more data, which now constrain a
broader class of spatial shear noise correlation models. With
2σ significance, the final data probe nearly an order of magni-
tude below the level of correlated position noise predicted for a
Planck-scale, shear-symmetry holographic information bound
on space-time position states, with no evidence of a correla-
tion detected. Stringent experimental constraints are placed on
parameters of a set of models of universal spatial shear noise
correlations. This result significantly extends the upper limits
on models of directional noncommutativity from currently op-
erating gravitational wave observatories.

2. Experimental Design

Unlike gravitational wave detectors, the outputs of the
Holometer interferometers are sampled faster than the light
crossing time, L/c ≈ 130 ns, to resolve the causal time scale
of the L = 40 m system. This scale is of special significance
because, in causality-preserving models of Planck-scale posi-
tional decoherence [8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15], it imposes a min-
imum transition time on the geometrical state of the extended
system. This sets the time scale of fluctuations in the apparent
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Figure 1: Spatial orientation of the two independent 40 m interferometer sys-
tems. Each interferometer has straight, orthogonally-oriented arms of length
40 m, with a translational separation of 0.90 m between the two beamsplit-
ters. In each system, a λ = 1064 nm laser beam, represented by the red line,
is injected onto the beamsplitter and traverses two orthogonal 80 m roundtrip
paths simultaneously. Small fluctuations in the relative distance from the beam-
splitter to the x- and y-mirrors (δL << λ) linearly modulate the power of the
recombined output beam, which is split and directed onto two photoreceivers.
The cross-correlation of the high-frequency photoreceiver signals is sensitive to
quantum geometrical noise correlations with shear symmetry—those that can
be interpreted as a fundamental noncommutativity of space-time position in two
orthogonal directions.

position of the distant end mirrors relative to the center optic.
Thus interferometer measurements separated in time or space
by less than L/c or L, respectively, are predicted to exhibit
highly correlated fluctuations. The Holometer directly searches
for these correlations by cross-correlating the outputs of the two
closely neighboring instruments2. A more detailed discussion
of the Holometer instrumentation, including systematic error
analysis and characterization of environmental backgrounds, is
presented separately in [16]. The data presented herein include
the systematic error estimates of [16], typically 10-15% per fre-
quency bin, which are added in quadrature to the statistical er-
ror.

In its first-generation layout, the Holometer consists of two
identical, but independent and isolated, Michelson interferom-
eters with straight, orthogonally-oriented 40 m arms. The two
interferometers are co-aligned in space at a translational sepa-
ration of 0.90 m. Figure 1 shows this configuration. A 1 W,
λ = 1064 nm laser beam is injected onto a beamsplitter and
traverses two orthogonal 80 m roundtrip paths simultaneously.
Small fluctuations in the relative distance from the beamsplitter
to the x- and y-mirrors (δL << λ) linearly modulate the power
of the recombined beam. To improve quantum-limited sensi-
tivity to differential position displacements, a power-recycling
mirror is placed at the symmetric (input) port of each interfer-

2In the event of a detection, translationally separating the two interferome-
ters by a distance > L is predicted to then null the measured correlation, pro-
viding an experimental control.

ometer to form an effective Fabry-Perot cavity with its end mir-
rors, generating a 2 kW storage beam incident on the beamsplit-
ter. The interferometers are operated at a differential arm length
offset of 1 nm chosen to output a 200 mW beam at the anti-
symmetric (output) port, which is split and directed onto two
photoreceivers modified to each absorb 100 mW of incident
power. At this operating point, the interferometers output ap-
proximately equal parts signal-carrying interference power and
defect leakage power.

A high-throughput data processing system samples the four
antisymmetric-port readout signals, along with four environ-
mental monitoring channels, at 50 MHz and computes the
cross-spectral density (CSD) matrix between all eight chan-
nels. The cross-spectra are continuously averaged over time
to achieve a reduction in measurement variance proportional to
the total integration time. The spectra of signals in the basis of
the two interferometers are then reconstructed from a variance-
weighted average of the spectra measured in the basis of the
four photodetector signals. Quantum geometrical noise will ap-
pear as an irreducible correlated noise floor in the interferome-
ter cross spectrum.

3. Data

Figure 2 shows the measured signal spectra of the two iso-
lated, co-located interferometers after an integration time of
704 hours. These data were taken between July 2015 and
February 2016. The initial 145 hours of data, first reported
in [17], are included again here together with an additional
560 hours of new data. The signal spectra in the top and bottom
two panels are shown at resolutions of 1.9 kHz and 100 kHz,
respectively, rebinned from their original frequency bin width
of 380 Hz using an estimator which accounts for the bin-bin
covariance due to spectral leakage. Every data point is thus a
statistically independent measurement, which will be seen to
simplify the inference of model constraints in §4.

The top panel shows the magnitude of the interferometer sig-
nal spectra at high frequency resolution (1.9 kHz). The auto-
spectra (green and orange curves) measure the total differential
position noise power in each interferometer from all sources,
while the cross-spectrum (purple curve) measures only the con-
tribution from noise sources common to both instruments. The
shaded region enclosing each curve denotes the combined 1σ
statistical error and systematic error from [16], with the errors
added in quadrature. The strong correlations below 1 MHz are
due to environmental background leakage into the amplitude
and phase noise of the lasers (see [16]). This band is vetoed
from analysis, as indicated by the shading. Above 1 MHz, op-
tical shot noise is the dominant source of noise power at nearly
every frequency, and the spectra are well-described by Gaus-
sian noise. A repeating sequence of peaks is due to thermally
excited acoustic modes of individual optics substrates and mode
resonances of the Fabry-Perot cavity. Because the interferom-
eters use independent optics and lasers, the excess noise from
these sources is uncorrelated, but it does reduce the experimen-
tal sensitivity at affected frequencies.
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Figure 2: Cross-spectral density measurement of the signals of two isolated,
co-located 40 m Michelson interferometers with straight arms, after an integra-
tion time of 704 hours. Top panel: The magnitude of the auto and cross inter-
ferometer signal spectra at high frequency resolution (1.9 kHz). Bottom panels:
The interferometer cross-spectrum at lowered frequency resolution (100 kHz),
separated into its real (middle panel) and imaginary (bottommost panel) parts.
In all panels, the uncertainties denoted by shaded regions or error bars refer to
the combined 1σ statistical error and systematic error, with the errors added in
quadrature. Both real and imaginary parts of the cross spectrum measure an
average in-band noise power consistent with zero.

The bottom two panels show the interferometer cross-
spectrum at lowered frequency resolution (100 kHz), separated
into its real (middle panel) and imaginary (bottommost panel)
parts. As in the top panel, error bars denote the combined 1σ
statistical error and systematic error, with the errors added in
quadrature. Quantum geometrical shear noise would appear as
an irreducible correlated noise floor in the real part of the cross
spectrum at a level near the Planck time. The noise spectrum is
expected to be purely real because common geometrical fluctu-
ations will be detected in-phase by co-located instruments. An
example shear noise model spectrum is shown by the red curve
for the spectral parameters βL = tP and β2L = 0 (see Eq. 2).
The imaginary part of the cross-spectrum provides a pure mea-
sure of the statistical uncertainty. Rather than converging on
a non-zero value, the cross-spectrum is statistics-limited above
1 MHz, with Planck spectral sensitivity (h2 < tP) across a broad
band. In the following section, these data are used to place
stringent constraints on a general model of spatial shear noise
correlations.

4. Model Constraints

The interferometer cross-spectrum data constrain models of
quantum geometrical noise correlations respecting shear sym-
metry, or any model which can be interpreted as a fundamen-
tal noncommutativity of space-time position in orthogonal di-
rections. In a review of proposed models, [13] notes that, re-
gardless of detailed dynamics, the interferometer response can
depend, at most, on only two time scales: the light crossing
time, L/c, and the round-trip light crossing time, 2L/c. Ac-
cordingly, for experimental tests [13] proposes a generalized
two-parameter model of spatial shear noise correlations, whose
spectrum is the linear superposition of two sinc-square terms
governed by these canonical time scales.

This paper considers a slightly modified form of this spectral
model,

h2 ( f ; βL, β2L) = βL sinc2
(

f
c/πL

)
+ β2L sinc2

(
f

c/2πL

)
, (2)

which has been converted to dimensionless units of strain and
its normalization simplified. The normalization parameters,
βL and β2L, are predicted to obey βL + 1

2β2L ≈ tP under a
Planck-scale, shear-symmetry holographic information bound
on space-time position states. Requiring the superposed spec-
trum to result from a stationary process acting on a real-valued
time series (the antisymmetric-port power) imposes the addi-
tional physicality constraints3 βL ≥ 0 and β2L ≥ −βL.

A Bayesian inference of the measured interferometer cross-
spectrum is performed to obtain constraints on this generalized
model. Adopting a flat prior, the joint posterior of the two-

3These constraints follow from requiring the total power spectral density
h2 ≥ 0 for all frequencies.
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Figure 3: Constraints on a two-parameter spectral model of universal spatial
shear noise correlations. Each model spectrum is a linear superposition of two
sinc-square terms with characteristic time scales L/c and 2L/c, whose relative
amplitudes are specified by the parameters βL and β2L, respectively. The greyed
area is excluded on physicality grounds as discussed in §4. The Holometer data
are consistent at 1σ with the classical space-time model, βL = β2L = 0. At 2σ
significance, the data limit the amplitudes of both spectral correlation terms,
βL and β2L, to well below the predicted scale of quantum geometrical position
noise, which is of order unity.

parameter spectral model (Eq. 2) is given by

P
(
βL, β2L

∣∣∣R [CSD]
)

=

exp
(
−
χ2 (βL, β2L)

2

)
∫

exp
(
−
χ2 (βL, β2L)

2

)
dβL dβ2L

(3)

with χ2 statistic

χ2 (βL, β2L) =

N∑
i=1

(
R

[
CSD( fi)

]
− h2 ( fi; βL, β2L)

)2

Var
(
R

[
CSD( fi)

] ) . (4)

As denoted above, the model constraints depend only on the
real part, R [CSD], of the complex cross-spectrum. This reflects
the fact that geometrical fluctuations of the region of space-time
commonly occupied by the two interferometers are detected in-
phase.

Figure 3 shows the joint posterior obtained from modeling
the interferometer cross-spectrum measurements. The 1σ, 2σ,
and 3σ confidence intervals are denoted by the blue, green,
and red contours, respectively. The greyed area denotes un-
physical models, those whose spectra cannot be the response
to a stationary (time-invariant) statistical process acting on the
antisymmetric-port power. The zero-amplitude model, βL =

β2L = 0, corresponds to classical space-time structure, under
which no geometrical fluctuations occur. The Holometer data
are consistent at 1σ with the classical space-time model. At 2σ
significance, the data limit the amplitudes of the spectral cor-
relation terms to |βL| < 0.10 tP and |β2L| < 0.25 tP, well below
the predicted scale of quantum geometrical position noise. The

difference in upper limits arises from the bandwidth difference
of the two sinc-square terms, 7.6 MHz for βL versus 3.8 MHz
for β2L.

5. Conclusions

The first-generation Holometer has tested and conclusively
excluded a general class of models of quantum geometrical
shear noise correlations. Geometrical noise of this symme-
try can be interpreted as a fundamental noncommutativity of
positions in space and time. This noise would appear as an
irreducible correlated noise in the cross spectrum of two co-
located interferometers, with a strain noise power spectral den-
sity of order the Planck time. The cross-spectrum measurement
is statistics-limited above 1 MHz and constrains such noise to
well below Planck spectral density (h2 < tP) across a broad
band, with no evidence of a correlation detected.

A new Lorentz invariant model for exotic correlations [14,
15], based on a classical causal structure around any observer,
predicts a different symmetry from the model tested here. Ac-
cording to this hypothesis, the structure of exotic spacelike cor-
relations is purely rotational about the world line of any ob-
server. The first-generation Holometer, by the design of its opti-
cal geometry, has no sensitivity to such rotational effects, so the
result reported here does not constrain this model. A reconfig-
ured, second-generation apparatus with sensitivity to rotational
forms of geometrical noise is currently under construction at
Fermilab. It is anticipated to become operational in mid 2017.
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